
OVER THE MOON
Print finishing start-up Cumbrian Print Finishers has chosen to provide high 

quality perfect binding services with a Horizon BQ-270V perfect binder 
“I am over the moon with it”

THE RIGHT TIMING
PrintPlus Group is to target more 
B2B work following its investment 
in an Horizon StitchLiner 5500

OPERATION REVIEW
Rotherham quick printer, John 
Brailsford Printers has added a 
Horizon SPF-200/FC-200A

PEACE OF MIND
Lincoln printer Ruddocks to invest 
in an IFS-supplied Foliant Mercury 
530SF laminator
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HELLO& 
WELCOME

Welcome to my latest regional newsletter 
keeping you up-to-date with developments on 
my sales area.

It’s been difficult to select just a few of my 
many recent installations but hopefully 
these few will be of interest. 

What has been a boost these last 12 months 
has been the Regional Growth Fund, many of 
my customers took advantage of that 20% 
contribution and in some cases the grant is still 
available so feel free to make contact with me and 
I can see if you qualify. 

As always our Horizon StitchLiner 5500 and 6000, 
Horizon folders and Horizon perfect binders 
and also our Foliant laminators and Perfecta 
guillotines seem to be the bulk of our business.

But there are new products coming through from 
Horizon including the Smart Stacker and Smart 
Slitter things are getting really exciting.

So `get Smart` and come on board with IFS.

GARY MONAGHAN
IFS Regional Sales Manager
Northern Regions
M: 07768 051989
E: gary.monaghan@ifsl.uk.com
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Horizon StitchLiner 5500 

THE RIGHT
TIMING

Previously print production and finishing were in 
two different locations. Now they are together. We do a 
lot of trade work but we want to move into more B2B. 
The StitchLiner will help us do that.”

After a thorough review of the market the StitchLiner 
was chosen for a number of reasons including speed, 
ease of set up and flexibility. Says Ray: “It enables us to 
five-knife trim which means we can complete jobs two-
up. Not having to top and tail work makes completion a 
lot smoother and faster. It is quick to set up and easy to 
change over from A6 to A4 to A5 etc.

“The flexibility to handle a wide range of run lengths 
from 100 to 50,000 will push productivity to a higher 
level. The build quality is also really good – it is extremely 
robust. We expect that it will pay for itself between 24 
and 30 months. It is going to have a lot of work going 
through it. We no longer have to deliver work from one 
site to the other costing time and money. Overall we 
anticipate turnover will increase by as much a 20%.” 
He concludes: “Everything has come together at the 
right time.

PrintPlus Group is to target more B2B work following 
its investment in an Horizon StitchLiner 5500 with 
three VAC-600 tower collators. The Lancashire 
operation works with a wide range of customers from 
trade firms to blue chip operations. It invested in the 
system as part of an overall £1m group-wide spend. 
This included the relocation from two sites into one 
to create a more streamlined workflow. Explains 
managing director Adam Ray: 
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Horizon SPF/FC-200a & BQ-270V

OPERATION
REVIEW

The impact on productivity has been enormous,” 
explains owner and managing director John Brailsford. 
“We don’t view the return on investment we consider the 
return in terms of labour and time savings. We had quite 
a few jobs that needed collating and hand marrying. 
Now, with the twin towers, we can handle a range of 
jobs quickly and easily. We had a 2,000 run, 48 page, 
bi-monthly that we had to collate and hand marry. That 
took three to four hours and now it takes 45 mins. That 
alone is a saving of £600 a year. Having these solutions 
allows us to take a step back from the operation and re-
evaluate how every job is completed. We check if there 
is a better way or whether we can save time, labour and 
add value every time. It is making such a difference.”
“We adore the SPF/FC 200a. We have installed some 
additional software that enables us to take pre-collated 
printed sheets in reverse order to create a block for 
the bookletmaker. That means they just need top and 
bottom trimming otherwise you would need to trim 
each set.”
The Horizon BQ270V was bought to improve the 
inhouse binding capabilities: “It was a ‘treat myself’ 
purchase,” says Brailsford. “It is like a Rolls Royce that 
comes out of the garage on a Sunday and that I am 
really proud of. Upgrading to the BQ270V meant we 
could provide a much better finish more effectively.
“We were also persuaded by IFS that if we invested in 
the system we would win work. It has been in a few 
months now and that has certainly been the case.

Rotherham quick printer, John Brailsford Printers 
has added a Horizon SPF-200/FC-200A with two VAC-600 
Air-Suction Collators and a Horizon BQ-270V perfect 
binder following a company-wide operational review. 
The latest Horizon solutions join a Horizon PF-40L B3+ 
paper folder and a Horizon CRF-362 creaser folder.

I am over the moon with it  

Horizon BQ-270V

OVER
THE MOON

I have been in trade finishing all my working life 
and decided to set up this business 15 months ago. 
Soon after we lost everything in flooding and so I moved 
premises and had to start again. I now offer lamination, 
wire-o binding, cutting and creasing and of course 
perfect binding.”

“In the past I have used Sulby binders but when it came 
to making the latest investment I asked around and the 
Horizon was recommended by a customer. I spoke to 
another company using one and they sung its praises. 
They also said the after sales with Horizon was excellent.
I am on my own and what swung it for me is that it is a 
one-man machine. That and the quality of what comes 
off it. Customers have been very impressed. I haven’t 
had any complaints.”

 “I am over the moon with it,” concludes Medcalf. “It 
is doing everything I thought it would. The quality that 
comes off it has been brilliant. Old customers that were 
lost after the flooding have even starting to come back. 
Hopefully it will soon pay for itself.

Print finishing start-up Cumbrian Print Finishers has 
chosen to provide high quality perfect binding services 
with a Horizon BQ-270V perfect binder supplied by 
Intelligent Finishing Systems. Richard Medcalf, in 
charge of day to day operations, explains:
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Foliant Mercury 530SF
PEACE OF MIND

Intelligent Finishing Systems, Unit C, ATA House, 
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7SS
T: 020 8991 6624  www.ifsl.uk.com

    
CONTACT GARY Monaghan

IF YOU WOULD LIKE ANY INFORMATION, OR 
TO ORGANISE A DEMONSTRATION OF ANY OF 
OUR PRODUCTS PLEASE CALL OR EMAIL ME

Gary Monaghan
IFS Regional Sales Manager
Northern Regions
M: 07768 051989
E: gary.monaghan@ifsl.uk.com

We won a contract to produce between 30 and 
50 short run orders every day. It can be up to as much 
as 1,000 sheets. It is a direct mail job and the files arrive 
in the morning and have to be completed by the end of 
the day or the next morning. 

We had a mix of inhouse and external lamination 
capabilities. That had worked out well for quite a 
long time but then we got this new work that had to 
be completed very quickly so outsourcing was not a 
possibility. We weighed up the return on investment 
and decided we needed more automated lamination in 
house. 

We looked at three or four laminators but liked Foliant for 
a number of reasons. It is quick and easy to set up, has 
an automatic feed, the ability to handle different weights 
and an excellent build quality. We also know and trust 
IFS so that if there was ever a need for assistance we 
knew they would respond very quickly.

It has created a huge reduction in man hours. We used 
to have someone laminating all day every day now it 
is just two hours in the morning. We are no longer up 
against it towards the end of the day. It also gives us 
peace of mind that we won’t let customers down.

Winning new worked prompted Lincoln printer 
Ruddocks to invest in an IFS-supplied Foliant Mercury 
530SF laminator. Managing director of the 130-year-
old B2 commercial printer Paul Banton explains:

It has created a huge reduction in man hours




